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Christmas Card

This image shows a Christmas card sent by George Webb who was serving in France on Christmas day in 1916. The 

sketch on the printed card shows two soldiers carrying the food for Christmas dinner. 

Image Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



Postcard of a Soldier Holding a Shell.

The picture shows a British soldier with a shell addressed ‘To Willie with compliments' “A present for the Kaiser”’. ‘Willie’ refers to 

the German Kaiser Wilhelm II. 

Image Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



Postcard of a Soldier Holding a Shell

In contrast to the previous  postcard this one shows a German soldier with a shell inscribed with 'zahmer Englander.' 

Image Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



Princess Mary's Gift Fund Box, 1914.

The Gift Fund was inaugurated by Princess Mary in October 1914 to provide a gift for every serviceman at the front or at sea ('Class A') for 

the first Christmas of the War. The majority of gifts were for smokers and contained tobacco, cigarettes, a pipe and lighter. For non-smokers 

writing paper and a pencil were provided. For Indian troops candy and spices were given instead of, or in combination with, cigarettes. After 

Christmas 1914 the scheme was extended. A more simple gift was given out to all other servicemen ('Classes B & C') which consisted of a 

bullet pencil and a New Year card.

Image Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



'A Safe Place' German postcard from Fritz Lindshoeft to his daughter, 1917.

The text below the image reads: 'Dear Katchen (Katie), Your father sends you a loving 'hallo' from the trenches on this Saturday. 

And to Mummy and your brother and sister.' The sketch depicts Fritz taking a break from duty as a field telephonist in 1917. 

Entitled 'a safe place', Fritz attempts to reassure his young daughter about his well-being on the front line. Field telephones 

operated over wire lines, often using wires strung in combat conditions. Equipment for laying the wire ranged from reels on 

backpacks to trucks equipped with ploughs to bury lines.

Image Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



Collection of 'How To' letters, c.1918.

Typed letters belonging to A.M. Grenfell giving explanatory notes about the advance guard, rear guard, reconnaissance, musketry 

and horse grooming. Extracts include: reconnaissance notes that 'information regarding the enemy'  ۪ s dispositions and the features 

of the country is absolutely essential for success in war'. Rear Guard notes that 'the conduct of a rear guard depends for its success 

almost entirely on the character, determination, skill, and energy displayed by its commander'.

Images Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



A letter from Francis Grenfell addressed to his family, 1914.

Written whilst in hospital, the letter describes recent military engagements and his injuries. Francis Grenfell wrote numerous letters and 

kept accounts of the military engagements he was involved in and his day-to-day life whilst serving in the First World War, until his 

death in 1915.

Image Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



Account of L/Cpl. Loman's Escape from German Hospital in Belgium.

After his injury and capture as a prisoner in 1914, Lance Corporal Loman escaped from the Belgian hospital with 11 other men. The account 

explains how the men split into smaller groups and were aided by Belgian civilians.

Image Courtesy of Queen Mary University of London Archives.



The Long and Winding Way, by Percy Smith from the Drypoints of War series, 1916-1919.

Percy Smith served until 1919 in France and Belgium as a gunner and experienced trench warfare. He was not an official war artist, so he had 

copperplates sent to him, concealed in magazines. He used them to make etchings from sketches made on the front line.

Image Courtesy of Percy Smith Foundation



Death Marches, by Percy Smith from the Dance of Death series, 1916-1919.

Percy Smith served in France and Belgium until 1919. During his time in the trenches Percy Smith produced sketches of the war-ravaged 

countryside, death and destruction. His most memorable series is The Dance of Death which shows death waiting for the soldiers. 

Image Courtesy of Percy Smith Foundation.



Dugout Fires, by Percy Smith, 1916-1919.

Percy Smith’s picture shows the smoke billowing  from  a number of dugout fires across the frontline.

Image Courtesy of Percy Smith Foundation.



Moonrise on the Somme, by Percy Smith from the Drypoints of War series, 1916-1919.

Taking place between July and November 1916, the Battle of the Somme was one of the largest of the First World War with more than 1 million 

men wounded or killed.

Image Courtesy of Percy Smith Foundation



Enquiry: World War One:

‘… For the majority of soldiers actual living 

conditions in and behind the lines on quiet 

sectors were little if any worse than in 

peacetime. Certainly many British soldiers 

enjoyed a better diet, better medical care and 

better welfare than they had as civilians.’

Correlli Barnett, ‘The Great War,’                       

BBC Books, 2003.


